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By analogy with che development of spectro-
scopy, It Is hoped that the aoou«ulatloa of la man-
titles or infonaotion concerning the excited states of
nuclei, suoh as level Spacing a level width, angular mo-
mentum, and parity, may eventually lead to an understand-
ing of nuclear forces and the development of a comprehen-
sive theory of the nucleus. One of the most fundamental
tools of nuclear investigation is the electrostatic gen-
erator, which has achieved its prominence by means of its
flexibility of control of benpardil trtielc energy.
The Rockefeller Generator at K#I)T« , recently put into
operation as a positive ion accelerator, v/ill enable re-
search to be conducted on elements which were previously
unsuitable because of energy limitations. It is hoped
that the results reported in this paper, among the first
obtained with the Rockefeller Generator, will not only add
to the store of nuclear information, but v/ill also be use-
ful in the evaluation of the performance of the generator.
Three elements were chosen for investigation:
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rons unaer proton bomoercmenV , henoe make usei*ul sources
for use in the laboratory. The latter two are monoiso-
topic** in nature, and possess certain other advantages
over Li7 as neutron sources***. Actually, the results of
our invest Irations indicate that the mcnochromaticity of
the neutrons from the compound nuclei Ti^° and Cr^ 2 is
open to question, and nu3t renain 30 until the disinte-
gration sciione of the various levels found in the com-
pound nuclei can be definitely established.
The characteristic 3 of the Liy (p,n) reaction
are well known for proton energies up to about 3 Mev.
Our results have duplicated the known levels in the com-
pound nucleus .* nd have established additional prob-
able resonances at higher energies. In this same experi-
ment we also confirmed the 0.46 Mev level in Li7 by sim-
ple absorption of the gamma rays in lead. The position
of the level was independently measured by coincidence
absorption experiments using the procedure described by
Rose (Ho 4#)» The t*s% amplifiers and coincidence cir-
cuit used in this measurement should prove useful for
studying similar reactions in which 8 charged particle is
emitted essentially simultaneously with 'una ray from
* Recent evidence points to the existence of two neutron
groups from a Li* target for l-pX2.11 \Uffh ^cc Chap-
ters VII and X. Cf. also (La 50), (Jo 50), and (Gr 50).
** Hess (He 49) has recently reported the isotope v50 to










Our results for the medium weight nuclei, V^l
and itM , indicate Mm existence of many excited states*
The observed level soncmes have bzm compared with il-
son's spherical shell modal of the nucleus (Hi 50) 9 and
are found to be in agreement with his hypothesis that en-
orgy levels with a constant sj ,, independent of mass
and excitation # it la nuclei*
rit-oroiu ' Mve test of Wilson's theory
depends upon the use of mass values more accurate than
those available at present, ^Taln^ the beit obtainable
mass valuea, the agreement wit: o?3.aorvatlon is quite sat-
isfactory, and in the crsc of Cr^2 , strifci It must be
recognised, however, that rilson's theory in actually on-
ly an empirical fitting of observed data, end without
further interpretation can lead one no further toward a
fundamental understanding of the nucleus, !?ven so, his
theory has sevv. ^eoticd applications, which are dis-
cussed in Chapters TUT and " «
- 3 -






The past decade has witnessed a considerable de-
velopment in pulse amplifiers, particularly for low-level
signals of very short duration from electronic detectors
of radiation. Fast amplifiers have b&en designed whose
response approaches the limit attainable with conventional
tubes and circuits* Eventually another factor of ten in
speed of response may be achieved by the use of sub-minia-
ture tubes and distributed parameter circuits. Beyond
this apparently irreducible minimum, the limit is set by
transit time of electrons.
Two fast amplifiers were constructed during an
investigation of the possibility of measuring neutron ener-
gies in the resonance region (1 to 10^ ev) by means of de-
layed coincidences, utilizing reactions in which gamma rays
are emitted essentially simultaneously with the neutron.
The energy resolution is given by -JS
-4p • where t is
the time taken for the neutron to travel from source to de-
tector, and 2 J* is the time duration in the coincidence
circuit within which the neutron and gamma pulses must fall









travels a distance of one meter in 0.72 ^ seconds. The
energy resolution of the system for this neutron is thus
-«— « *«— where f is in m seconds. To extend energy
measurement beyond that attainable by the Columbia Veloci-
ty Seleotor (Ra 46), T should be ^ »05» Accordingly,
the system was oonstruoted to conform to this figure as an
upper limit. This selection requires detecting apparatus
in which the time uncertainties, such as rise time and the
delay between initial ionizing event and formation of out-
put pulse, are ^ .05 ^ seconds.
The Neutron Detector
The neutron detector presents the most difficulty.
A boron (preferably Br ) impregnated phosphor used in con-
junction with a photomultiplier tube would be ideal except
that if thin enough to be transparent, its efficiency is
too low, or if thick enough to achieve tolerable effiolenoy,
it is opaque to its own fluorescence (Nu 49 )• An enriohed
boron trlfluoride proportional counter is probably the next
most logical choice. The general properties of such a count*
er are shown in Fig. 2-la.
If the initial ionizing event is considered to be
an impulse function, the output will be as shown. Poring
the time (0A) required for the electron to travel from the
point of initial ionization to within a few d iamatera of the




Pig, 2-la. Current output of a B?^ proportional counter,
tine
l.Oi
Fig. 2-lfc. Form cf output currer.t from BF3 counter assumed
for analytical purposes.
E {—
.8 ::'. • 1.2 1.4 i.€ 1.8
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can be computed using a ourve given by Rossi and Staub
(Ro 47). W99 voltages and pressures normally used
'd < 9 volt 3 ) this curve can conveniently be repre-
cm-mmHg
sentsd by the linear relation! electron velocity W 107
E/p. The resulting transit time will be too large by only
a few £>arcent # Thus for a typical boron counters V 2300
volts, p m 46 omHg, anode radius 1.25 cm, and a 2 mil cen-
ter wire:
460 r in 166 r
and the time required for an electron to travel from the
counter wall to the center wire iss
r° „
T *J £_£!£ & 0.08 ti seconds.
1.25 Vff
"hen the electron avalanche approaches within a
few diameters of the center wire, an output pulse with a
rise time of about lO"7 seconds (AB in the figure) accom-
panies the electron collection. The remainder of the pulse
is the result of positive ion collection and is of the order
of 200 to 400 £ seconds. It is possible to measure the rise
time by observing the pulse on a very fast oscilloscope.
Such a method requires that the amplifier and oscilloscope
be able to reproduce the pulse faithfully. The rise time
may also be determined approxixuatsly by measuring the vari-
ation in pulse height as a function of the time constant of
- 7 -
•»1j arc* g
»©2<rc* * tot aL
l.I uulbBi *boa* <aa»o d4 - « ,ec:
:
- 2i .








a olrcuit which differentiates the pulse. (The parameter
in this experiment was the output capacitor of the pre-
amplifier, Fig. A-l. ) The method assumes that the current
pulse from a boron counter may be represented as
i « k(l - q**' -) , where a is the time required for the
pulse to reach 63$ of its final value. Using the Laplaoe
transform, the voltage across the resistor of the differ-
entiating circuit can be shown to b j




where T«R3, and 3 is the maximum value of eR , obtained
when s » a. The maximum value of ,^q. 2-1 is obtained by-
setting de^dt * 0:
» J3L eT=S: T.e^ TJ (2-2)
T - a L
which reduces to
eR • E
xi-x $ x a/T . (2-3)
The dimensionless plot of sK/S versus a/T is shown in Fig.
2-lc. The experimentally observed v&lues of e^/E are then
entered as ordinate, and the corresponding values of a/T
used to compute a, as indicated in Table 2-1.
- E -
- u:, j !j,
u el
r«x«*l Mf i«««m ta**Iov »jtlc? ,n
t i -<




Pulse Capaoitor eR/E a
| wiAiit in **,&£ a/T in * see.
50.0 volte 4985 1. ~ indef.
50.0 3040 1. ~/ indef.
44.0 1380 .$8 .037 .051
42.
S
1102 .856 .050 .055
41.9 1025 .839 .059 .061
41.1 914 .823 .066 .061
40.3 813 .806 .075 .061
38.0 727 .760 .110 .080
34.6 633 .692 .170 .108
30.6 513 .613 .272 .140
27.2 432 .545 .398 .172
22.1 332 .442 .670 .222
15.5 219 .310 1.40 .306
10.7 114 .214 2.50 .286
erage a « 0.133 ft sec.
The fact that the observed values for a are not
nearly the same is causea by:
a. The output pulse cannot truly be repre-
sented by the analytical function as-
sumed.
b. Errors iuay exist in the measurement of
capacitors usad.
c. Determination of the pulse height is
subject to an error of about
d. Not all pulses from a given counter will
have the same shape as indicated in fig.
2-la. The transit time (0A)» the elec-
tron collection time (AB) , and the pulse
height are functions of the location in
the counter of the initial ionizing e-
vent, and the direction in which the ion-
izing particle travels. Subject to these
conditions, the rise tine and transit
time may vary by as much as a faotor of







However, since no single v differs radically from
the average, it is felt that the method provides a fairly-
reliable yet easy means of estimating very fast rise times.
The use of a 100 ppt capacitor in the preamplifier
output requires a sacrifice of e factor of 5 in voltage gain*
However, it is considered best to secure the necessary gain
by additional amplification, thereby retaining the mil dif-
ferentiating time constant (100 % 1000 z 10"12 m 10"*7 sec,)
in order to prevent the pile up of pulses at fast, counting
rates (i.e., greater than about 500,000 sec }.
The Gamma . etectpr
» m H .i i i m i • • m n . i ii i. in i
As mentioned previously, the scintillation counter
makes an ideal detector for many purposes. Its rise time
and pulse duration are very short. The piiot©multiplier tube
may be directly connected to the preamplifier, eliminating
undesirable cable capacitances. Its efficiency for gamma
ray detection may be made a 3 high as !$£ &y choice of a
thick, clear anthracene crystal.
Sketches analogous to Fig. 2-la may be drawn for
the scintillation counter as shown in Fig. 2-2a, b. A§ be-*
fore, let the initial ionizing event be represented by an
impulse function. Dependent upon dynode voltage, dynode
spacing, ond number of dynodss, no output will appear on
the collector electrode for about 4 z lO""* seconds (0A),










A B C D
Fig. 2-2a.» The current output pulse of a photomultiplier
if the photocathcde is directly activated by
radiatij
A' B T D 1
Tig. Z-2'c The current output pulse of a photomultiplier
if the photocathode is activated "by radiation
frcn a lurdneccent crystal or phosphor.
- 11 -

photon. The pulse has i rise tine of about 6 x 10~^°
seconds ( A3) followed by a comparatively constant output
for about 3 x 10"10 seoonde (3C) which re >nts the
variation in tine required for different electrons to trav-
el through the tube (Da 48 § 0w 44). The pulse has a decay
tine (CI) approximately equal to Its rise time.
an a crystal or phosphor is placed before the
photosensitive surface, the output pulse assumes more near-
ly the shape of the light pules in the crystal, as indicat-
ed in Fig* 2-2 b. The electron transit time, 4 x 10"9 sec-
onds (0A f ) $ remains. owever, the pulse now has a rise
time (A'B*) which is characteristic of the crystal. ;im-
llarly, the pulse has a deoay time (&*£*) also character-
istic of the crystal. The rise time of most crystals has
been found to be about 2 x 10*9 Qeconds (Co 48, Or 49);
but the decay time varies between wide limits. BWM of
the faster decay times have been given by Collins (So 4#)
as:
Haphthalen© - 5.^ 10"8 sec
^hraoene - 1.3 x 10*"e sec.
Penanthrene - 0.9 x 10"8 sec.
These figures are to be contrasted with the somewhat slower
decay times of inorganic phosphors (Jo 49) such as:
Zxi } - 1 x 10*5 seconds
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The choice of crystal or phoaphor depends upon
(1) speed, (2) efficiency, (3) pulse height. Inorganic
crystals and phosphors have larger pulse heights end great-
er efficiencies but less speed than organic. In general
the emission time of inorganic phosphors is > 10 seconds,
—7
the emission time of organic phosphors <" 10 seconds. The
increased use of scintillation counters has caused the in-
vestigation of the properties of many crystals and phosphors
(Go fc*i Or 49. Jo 49, Ho 49, Ga 49, Le 44, !o 48, Ho 46, and
many others).
The best available crystal was a cylinder of an-
thracene, 3 15 mm., thic
,
, irregularly shapeo. ba36
roughly 13 cm2 in «r**« : liotomultiplier tube (MCA 5619)
»
surrounded by a mu-metal shield, was enclosed in a light
tight brass box, and mounted integrally with its preamplifier.
inoe the apparatus was to be used in the vicinity
of the magnet at the Rockefeller generator, it was necessary
to test the effect, if any, of the stray magnetio field on
the operation of the photomultiplier tube. This was done
usin£ a 10 ft curie radium gamma source, with the counter a-






(x - X) 2Setting 4 k'inutes X - X
67132 -314 9^600
1.5 67476 30 900
3.0 67826 382 146000
4.5 67779 333 111000
6.0 67480 34 1160
9.0 67323 -123 15200
12.0 67119 -327 106600
15.0 66985 -461 213000
X m 67446 £ m 692660
£ 2 * 692660/67446 * 10.3
F * (S-l) » 7 degrees of freedom, and there-
fore « 0.2 ? is the probability that a repeti-
tion of the experiment would show greater devieitions from
the expected value* Sine* the counting rats 1 m no trend
with magnetometer setting, and since the probability F is
such as to indicate that the data satisfy the randoniioity
test, it has bees concluded that the stray magnetic field
has no measurable affect upon the operation of the scintil-
lation counter under the conditions indiceted.
Preamplifiers
The preamplifiers for the neutron and gamma ray
detectors are essentially identical. They are cathode fol-
lowers, with a physical layout designed to give the beat
possible rise time. en tested alone using I ,n-







seoond. Type R3 65 U delay line of characteristic impedance
1000 ohms connects each preamplifier to its appropriate amp-
lifier. This delay line together with the output capacitor
of the preamplifier serves as a differentiating circuit so
that "pile up" of pulses will not occur in later stages of
the circuit, e circuit diagrams of the preamplifiers,
Fig. A-l and fc-2, it is seen that the differentiating time
-12 -7
constant is 100 x 1000 x 10 - 10 seconds in the case
of the scintillation counter preamplifier and 500 x 10U0
-12 •9
x 10 m f x 1G ' seoonaa in the case of the boron counter
preamplifier. Thus average count ^ates from random puls-
es of roughly 10" sec"1 and 5 x 10^ sec"" 1 respectively will
not result in serious pile up.
Delay line was chosen as the connection between
preamplifiers and amplifiers for the following reasons:
(1) delayed coincidence methods can be used simply by in-
serting extra lengths of dsley line in one channel or the
other; (2) the value of the characteristic impedance of the
delay line is convenient for use in the differentiating cir-
cuit, as explained above; and (3) it is more convenient to
drive the delay line at this {low level) point in the cir-
cuit rather than between the amplifier and coincidence
oirouit, since if the delay line is at the latter point,
MM ^ u.3e an amplifier output t,ube capable of supplying
^ enough current to produce an output pul ;ross the delay
d








Exoept for slight modifioations , the amplifiers
follow an original design of E'lmore, who has presented the
problems arising in fast pulse amplifier design (SI 1*8),
as well as an analysis of these circuits ( 1 43a)
•
The theoretical analysis of fast pulse amplifiers
is most easily accomplished by means of the Laplace trans-
form, since this mathematical tool lends itself well to the
pulse shapes experienced. The metluxi is applicable only if
the response of the system to a unit step function shows a
monotonia rise. "ince oscillations are undesirable in pulse
amplifiers for particle counting, this is no deterrent to
use of the method.
Let eMt) be the response of the system to a unit
impulse function, vhen, in order to approach the problaa
analytically the following definitions are made! the delay




t e f {t)dt,
and the rise time TR is proportional to the radius of gyra-





where {2tt) ' * is a constant of proportionality arising from
the fact that e'ltj from an n stage amplifier approaches
more and more closely a formal Law distribution curve
- 16 -
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Fig. 2- 3b. T^ irA 7-p as usually defined in the lab-
ry. e two systems of definition
yield essentially the sane numerical
result. That of Fig. 2-3a lends itself
well to mathematical analysis.
consequence of these definitions, the s
fundi id the transient response e*(t) are ted
Xco
} e"
i s is tl .ex angular frequency, c + jc*> .
- 17 -

The practical Laparta&et of the analysis i§ that
it indicates that for alnlaua ri&e time the poles of g(s)
it iadeci a single multiple order pole situated on the
negative real axis of the s-plane (for a -onic onse),
and hence that each stage must be compensated so that thi3
situation will txll .
i% rise time T for an n at. lifier of over-
all gain G-, whose individual stages ar _ly compensated
to give the same rise t. , is





where 3* is a figure-of-merit for an interstate network and
is numerically equal to /rffP , where C is the sum of pax
Gm
sitic oapacitanoes Of the stage, Gm is the tube trsnscon-
duetance, an s a numerical factor (from 1 to about 2.5)
obtained from the Laplace transform of the system function
for a given sta^e. If the X are made equal by proper




T * ?Q ~fn C- ' . Thus the overall rise time has a minimum
n 2 /n G
n « 2 4a G n
1/2
or G * e ' =1.65 per tt*f .







makes excessive the number of stages required for amplify-
ing signals from particle detectors, fortune tely, Bq« 2-4
has a broad minimum, so that the gain per sta^e may b6
raised to 2.7, with only a 10$ increase in the rise time.
In the amplifiers constructed for tfeli M?k»
stage of 3 was used, giving an overall gain of 3 740.
The rise time, for a step- function input was observed to be
iicrosoconris.
The method of compensating was accompli th •d h^r a
four terminal network, and is indicated schematically in
Fig. 2-4.
i inc: factor of 3 in overall gain was
achieved ove. ore's original design by adding a stage
identical with the first directly in front of it. This in-
crease in gain coupled with tne fact that the compensating
network gives pulses about a lj( overshoot, combined to make
the problem of pulse overshoots troublesome. Jiowever, the
difficulty was effectively eliminated by insertion of series
diodes (Type £*34 crystals) in the grid circuit of the type
B07 tube.
The amplifier has both a positive and negative
output, the former being led to a soaler for obtaining the
single counting rate, the latter boin& led to one channel
of e coincidence circuit. The schematic diagram of the amp-
lifier is shown in Fig. k»%
- 19 -
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Fig. 2-4a. Pig. 2-415.
Uncompensated network. Compensated network
.
Fig. 2-4c. Equivalent circuit for the compensated network
when the output capacitance of one tube is one half the
input capacitance of the following stage. The coupling
capacitor C Q may he shifted as indicated by the dotted
lines to make the ratio of output to input capacitance
to one half.
C = 0.5C, Cx = 0.22C, : L1 = 0.2R





The coincidence oirouit has been developed from a
design proposed by Sell (3e 49) , and consists >ally of
two tubes with a common plate supply voltage delivered
through © section of delay line which serves as a pulse
forming device.
oh input is constructed with a type IN44 West-
ern .Electric (low capacitance) crystal diode which is so
oriented as to reject positive overshoots on pulses from
the amplifiers. The diodes serve an additional purpose in
that an adjustable bias may be applied across them so that
they act to discriminate against pulses whose height is
less than a given value.
The pulses developed across the daisy line in
the plate circuit of the coincidence tubes are fed to e
discriminating stage which, when biased negatively, pro-
duces an output pulse only when both coincidence tubes are
cut off within a time equal to the double delay time of the
delay line used as the pulse former. However, operation of
this stage at such a large negative bias necessarily means
that the tube is in the region of low transconductanc |
hence a stage of amplification is required following this
discriminator. or the amplifying stage, the pulses are
fed into a cathode follower designed to drive the coaxial
cable to the scaling circuit.






ia e<5 XBia bbs
)^-2 BitBr
i aaxfer to »;
ua:i?. iB»n Mb B
:-o.; ; i.l BdJ fll t
the plate circuit or the coincidence tubes was touted by
applying the same I to both input a through varit
lengths of delay line, and measurin coincidence rata
as a function of the difference in length of delay line be-
tim ml source and tat t I uts. The results are
AM in ?ig. 2-5a for two different ier of pulse form-
ing delay line. The simple expedient of char, the length
of the pulse-forfaing delay line enables one to ohoose the
olution time of the i m$ that is, the time within
.uses from the I t channels mu^t the
coincidence circuit input in order that a coincidence be
register .
The resolution time can also be varied by changing
the bias on the discriminating stage, since the pulses pos-
sess a finite rise and decay time. Thus, as the negative
bias is increased, only the nore narrow tops of the pulses
are effective in causing the discriminating .-.* to con-
duct , and one obtains a shorter resolution time. This ef-
fect is shovm in Fig. 2-5b.
Ideally, it is desirable for coincidence pulses
to have the same rise time and an amplitude several times
larger than that required to cut off the coincidence tube.
It is quite difficult to achieve these feature,*, since both
the boron counter and scintillation c ounter have large vari-
ations in output pulse height as well as signifleant varl •
tions in pulse rise time. 1 of these variation*
-:ay &c> 03 Is xuo taid a-'
-
- S£ -
have been reduced by amplifying the counter pulses so that
the fiYlgm it to the coincidence tube grids
have a height of about 60 volts. Sv«& so, some of the
smaller pulses hove amplitudes less than 6.7 volts, which
Is just sufficient to cut off the coincidence tubes. How-
ever, the »reat majority of signal pulses are dipped so
that the output of the coincidence circuit consists largely
of pulses of equal height, although s few of smaller height
l present. The integral bias curves, . 2-5c, demon-
strate the action of the coincidence circuit in reducing













counting rate versus tine
separation of pulses.
forming delay line - 12 in.










Fig. 2-5c. Scaler counting
rate versus discriminator
setting, indicating uni-







M ANALYSIS OF MBS TIME-OF-FLIGHT METHOD FOR DETERMINING
RiSSOKANCE NEUTRON ECTJSRGIFS
The possibility of measuring the time-of-flight
of neutrons for energies up to about 100 kev was proposed
as an experiment which might be performed with the elec-
tronic equipment described in the previous chapter* Spe-
cifically, the proposal was to measure the low energy end
of the neutron spectrum emitted by a Po-Be or Ra-Be source.
With the source next to the scintillation counter and a-
bout one meter from the neutron detector, n-y coincidences
would be observed as a function of delay inserted in the
y-channel. With corrections for random coincidences and
for the variation of detector efficiencies with energy,
this measurement would give the distribution of neutron
energies, since a 100 kev neutron requires 0,227 micro-
seconds to travel 1 meter, and since this time is consid-
erably greater than the resolving time of the equipment,
it would appear that fairly good energy resolution might
be obtained fc-r energies up to about 100 kev.
Before proceeding with the experiment, it was
necessary to estimate the counting periods which would be













obtained. To this end, sn assumption about the probable
character of the spectrum being investigated must be
made. Dacey and Paine (Da 49) give a summary of work on
the neutron spectra from Ra-Be and Po-3e sources. They
include an analysis of the energetics of the Be^(a,n)C^2
reaction, and they show that neutrons of energies less
than 0.7 Mev are unlikely to be produced in the reaction,
io account for lovxer energies, the following sequence has
been, suggested (Bj 36);
Be9 + He^ -* C13* —*• Be9* + He^
Be9* —^ r9S + n
or, more likely,
B69* —* 2 He^ + n
The overall ;^,...values are -I.63 Mev and -1.74 Mev. The
Be^ nuoleus may have quite a range of velocities at the
moment the neutron is emitted. The neutrons, therefore,
will have a considerable spread in energy, end will in-
clude some with very low energies in the laboratory co-
ordinates. Measurements of the Ra-Be neutron spectrum
(De 45) and the Po-Be spectrum (Pe — ) are cited by Dacey
and Paine. No measurements below 100 kev are shown, but
the trend of the curves suggests that the number of neut-
rons decreases with decreasing energy. Yalow and cowork-
ers (Ya 46) have estimated that -^ 10 per cent of the











&ev« On th-j bai the f on, the ua-
Gumatior. outrons from the source
have ene 100 i:«v and that the distribution
ia such that ti. iber I .trons of a given energy is
proportional to Ically, th-
Mnptloa li the followlm
dK/dE








'SE • W (11^5 X 104 )£ (3-D
ith this assumption, en analysis or the expected counting
times was curried out* The method and With of the nota-
tion in what follows are due to Dunworth (Du 40). All u-
nits are c.g«s« except that energies are expressed in kev.
The time-of-flight t of a neutron of energy B
over a distance dg between the source and the neutron de-
tector will be
t « d2 {m/ZE)
1/2 » 2.27 x 10"8 ^/d1/2 (3-2)
The coincidence circuit has • finite resolving time $* and








gy may vary and yet cause • true coincidence to be re-
corded. This range Is given by
dE = (2 37t}E (3-3)
The number of neutrons dN whose energies lie within this
range is obtained by ecrabinln,- (3-1), (3-2), and (3-3):
T = (JU5*/*?-)/{5«£ x KT* d )dK
These neutrons will be detected with a net efficiency
(including solid angle) 62* end their accompanying y-
rays will be detected with a net efficiency e^. The ex-
pected genuine coincidence rate G is then
G dN-e^-e^
All the neutrons ^r.& y-rays emitted by the source will
contribute to the raise coincidence rate P. The detec-
tion efficiencies will be averages for the entire spec-
trum. Henoe
F - 2 N2.e1(ay) »e2(av)
C, the coincidence rate due to cosmic particles, will be
taken as negligible. Dunworth shows that the total time
of counting T which is required to attain a given frac-
tional Standard deviation f in the genuine rate G is










provided %h* srror in determining IX. Subftti*
tu. from the equations above £iv.
j m 31.4xHT
8 dl[(I^/2/s6xlO^ d2 ) 6le 2 + 2^ e1(ey) e2(av)"]
Ut f5 J" f3(«2*2 )
2
In crder to estimate the counting times to be expected,
the following numerical values were substituted in this
equation!
d2 IOC cm. e^ = 3.5 x 1Q~
2
D" * 10"7 sec, e2 « 1.3 x 10"
7
I « 2* kov el{av) s5 »5x 1G
"2
f = 10$ 62(av) = t+* 2 x lcr
*
The values in the left-hand column were selected to give
reasonable accuracy and resolution. The efficiencies are
based on measurevents using a Po-Le source of kmawm strength,
except for e 2 which w&* oomput*d from the known character-
istics of the HF'o counter. The source strength Ej. avail-
able was about 2 X 1C^ neutrons per second. The result of
the calculation is
T » 800 days.
V/ith an Optimum source, one in which ft* > 1/2 ? , this fig-
ure would be about 600 days.
Since T represents the counting time required
to establish one point on the distribution curve, and







. optlAistlo, it appears that fcs of t]






The measurements described in later chapters
were made at the Rockefeller Generator, which has recent-
ly been put into operation as a positive ion accelerator.
A proton or deuteron beam is accelerated vertically from
the ion source in the terminal through an 8-foot tube in-
to a deflection chamber where it is bent to a horizontal
direction by an analyzing magnet* The beam strikes the
target at a height of 102 cm. from the concrete floor and
230 cm. from the nearest wells, also of concrete. • pres-
sure of about 15 Ofi Hg in the tube and chamber gives a
well-defined beam of about 2 amp of K+ or D+
.
present the energy of the beam striking the
target is controlled by manual adjustment of the current
through the analyzing magnet. In the near future, a meth-
od of automatic beam energy control will be available.
This method will employ a magnet flux regulator which
receives its error signal from the deviations from the
nuclear magnetic resonance condition of protons in a hy-
drogenous liquid. The error signal is obtained from a
piok-up ooil in which a voltage is generated by nuclear
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energy control, coupled with adjustment of the entrance
and exit slits of the analyzing magnet, will I an
energy resolution of about 0.01$. The present energy
resolution of 0,1$ is sufficient for many preliminary and
exploratory experiments such ae are described in this
paper,
The calibration of the generating voltmeter,
whose readings determine the beam energy, is based on the
'(Ptn), Li7 (p,n), and C*3(pin) reactions which have sharp,
well-determined thresholds for neutron production. The
Li7 reaction gave points at 1.881 and 3.762 Mev, the lat-
ter using H2+ » The calibration points obtained were:
Generating Voltmeter jjjjl °r 3eae* (Mev)
22.0 Q. 936 (Ta 49)
40.5 1.881 (3h 49)
70.8 3e236 (sm 50)
82.0 3.762
The plot of beam energy versus generating voltmeter set-
ting, Fig. 4-1, is not quite linear. More calibration
points are needed to determine precisely the extent of
the non-linearity, particularly at the lower voltmeter
settings.
To date, no extensive study has been made of
background as a function of beam ener^. location in
the target room. A rough estimate of the background was
obtained using a piece of clean tantaluci, :.: ich serves
- 32 -
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Fig. 4-1. Calibration curve for the Rockefeller Generator.
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as a backing for most targets. The neutron and gamma ray
counting rates were observed as a function of proton beam
Qnergy* The tantalum is mill -ruality, unanneale • It
was obtained from the Fansteel Metallurgical Corporation
of Hartford, Connecticut, which specifies its content as:
Tantalum » 99* 9$
Iron - 0.03$
Carbon - 0,0%
The neutron and gamma ray yield curves from this target
are shown in Figs, 4-2 and 4-3« The rise in neutron
counting rate at a generating voltmeter setting of 71 i3
believed to bo the effect of the carbon impurity of the
tantalum, plus the effects of carbon from grease in the
vacuum system, which may collect an tlita or be de-
posited on the target during bos int. Thus Figs. 4-2
and 4-3 indicate the extent of undesirable neutron and
gamma radiation from the tantalum target backing and var-
ious parts of the generator which the beam may strike,
comparison of these figures with the yield curves of lat-
er chapters shows that in general, the counting rotes
plotted on Figs. 4-2 and 4-3 are negligible compared to
the counting rates observed with the targets studied.
In a few isolated instances, for 1© in determining
the V^(p,n)Cp5^ threshold, it was necessary to consider
this background.
The question of background has beon troublesome
- 34 -
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at tlrj&sim This is particularly true for low intensity
beams (0*5 $k amp or less)* In some instances, it has
been found possible to make ..reducible and consist-
ent only by subtracting a background effect which is a
linear time function. This correction Ml determined by
repeating measurements at different beam intensities, so
that varying amounts of time were required to collect a
speoified amount of charge on the target, . ble ex-
planations of the effect lie in the presence of radioact-
ive sources near the detecting equipment, or in leakage
or non-linearity of the beam current integrator. The
former cause is guarded against by removal of sources,
while the latter has been tested by use of various known
current source* as an input to the beam current integrat-
or, with no defect being detected. sources and dis-
tribution of background radiation will need careful in-
vestigation before precise cross section and energy meas-
urements can be undertaken.
long counter, similar to that described by
Hansen oEibben (Ha 47 )» was used as a neutron de-
tector. The paraffin cylinder was Bn in diameter loy 10"
in length. However, no holes were r^rovided in the face
of the paraffin, as described in the reference. The
counter lt3elf has the following specifications:
Outside diameter 1"
11 thickness 0.042" brass
- 37 -
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55 cm-Hg of 96^
enriched BF,
Operating voltage 2200 volts
The gamma ray detector was a Yictoreen 1B85












During the courts of these Investigations,
several dl ': argeta : a deuterium target,
a lithium target, bwo vanadium targets, and a scandium
rget. Neither the deuterium target nor the lithium
target presents f special problems. A deuterium tar-
get, consisting of aeuter; as absorbed in a layer of
zirconium on a wolfram backing ( described by Graves at
el» (Or 49) j U*a available, hi rotating target holder
of the Rockefeller Generator i3 equipped with an electric
furnace suitable for evaporating lithium targets in situ .
Vanadium, because of its bi boiling point,
3000° C, (Ho 4*7), caniot be «Y» ed in the generator
furnace. Ba.ird Associates of Cambridge, Massachusetts
,?e requested to prepare two targets of about 0.2 and
0.5 microns thickness. They experienced no difficulty
in evaporating vanadium in vacuo. The method used was
to insert a sliver of vanadium about 5 *am. x 3 mm. x
1 mm. into a closely wound hdix of wolfram wire which
was heated by conduction. This method has the disadvan-







I problem 9 -. a thi
r ace
which. was available was the oxide, pro 3 by Johnsoa,
Matthey an, !o y, la , of London, and oerti. ,
»•] Bed*« It was obtained from
ti ! Xarrell-Ash Company of Post on, Massachusetts. BThile
int of Metallic scandium, 2400 0« (Ho 47)
,
la not ex • /e, the ox 1 ily refractory, and
1 1 ..matures high enough to reduce the oxide are diffi-
cult to La. Bfti t n fine powder,
the wolfram helix aiathod I0 not suitabit, o # Bryan (Ob
34} dosori :. a] refrao*
tory substances. It consist illy of bombarding
a small carbon cruoible with electrons accelerated by a-
bout 4»000 volts. This mat) .as tried unsuoc .. ' .
The limitation was the difficulty of attaining a vacuum
suffiolantly high to prevent the formation of a gas die-
charg
.
)thod - leviaed which was successful. A
1/4*' graphite rod of spectroscopic purity was used. The
rod was 4" long. The middle 2 inches were tapered down
so that the cross section in the center was 1.5 Ma. X
1.5 -rnm » A longitudinal groove about 1 mm. deep and 5 &*&•
long was cut in this small central cross section, forming
a boat-like crucible. Heating curr- of the order of




to avoid bwItin brass olaape whioh are ore1 :- ly
1th thla arran,
,
the i -asily re-
duced una the metallic scandium deposited on the target
by trspcratlon* The method le cons.: >ly simpler t




AN ENERGY LEVEL IN LI7 FRO TfSE LI -.INTEGRATION OF BORON
BY SLOW NEUTRONS
Introduction
The reaction 3^°(n,a)Li produced by theriaal
neutrons leads either to the ground state or to an excit-
7
ed state in Li . The excited state decays to the ground
state by the emission of a y-ray. It is possible to ob-
serve a-y coincidences from the disintegration of B^°.
This experiment has been performed by Rose (Ho 48} , who
obtained a value of 0.4S 0,015 Ktf for the y-ray energy
by absorption measurements in lead.
The objectives of the present investigation were:
(1) to measure the energy of the Li y-ray as a check on
published data, (2) to test the operation of the electron-
ic circuit which had been developed, and (3) to demonstrate
the usefulness of a fast coincidence circuit in the pres-
ence of a copious source of neutrons for determining levels








A sketch of the experiments 1 arrangement appears
in Fig, 6-1. The source of neutrons wa3 a deuterium tar-
get bombarded ay 1.4 iiev deuterons irom the Rockefeller
generator. The target was surrounded by a block of paraf-
fin 20" x 12" x 6". A hole 2" in diameter and 3" deep was
bored in the paraffin in order to introduce the target in-
to the center of the block. The purpose of the paraffin
was to moderate the fast neutrons from the target. The
neutrons were slowed down because: (a) the neutron capture
cross-section of B1 follows the familiar l/v law, and
therefore is a maximum for thermal neutrons, and (b) fast
neutrons would be detected by the scintillation counter
used to measure the y-rays {these neutrons would increase
the counting rate in the y-ray channel and thereby increase
the random coincidence rate, which dictates the sensitivity
of this experiment).
In order to reduce still further the counting
rate in the y-ray channel, a wall of lead bricks 2" thick
separated the paraffin block and the proportional counter.
The purpose of this wall was to shield the scintillation
counter from the y-rays produced by neutron capture is the
paraffin.
The proportional counter was of brass, outside
diameter 1", active volume 3" long, center wire 2 mil tung-























Scale: 1 en in
.
6-1. Experimental arrangement for Li gixnrr ray
coincidence absorption -\e n : ents.
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orido (96$ B ) at a pressure of 21 on. of mercury. The
scintillation counter, amplifiers, coincidence circuit,
and scalers were those described in Chapter II.
.About 90$ (Ro 43) of the Li7 nuclei are formed
in an excited state. The y-rays accompanying the de-ex-
citation of this state escape from the proportional count-
er and are detected by the adjacent scintillation counter.
The energy of this y-ray, corresponding to tbe energy of
the excited state, was measured by comparing its absorp-
tion coefficient in lead (4" x 4" x 0.0645" sheets) with
that of 0.51 Mev annihilation radiation from Cu6/f . The
absorption coefficient was determined by measuring the ra-
tio of a-y coincidences to the number of a pulses as a
function of the thickness of lead absorber placed between
the counters.
The total number of counts .produced in each of
the single channels and in the coincidence channel were
observed. In addition, the total elapsed time for each
run was recorded. Let
Na the total number of counts observedin the proportional counter channel.
N the total number of counts observed
in the scintillation counter channel.
Nqt£, = the total number of coincidence
oounts observed.
Nj. m the number of true coincidences.
Nq = the number of chance coincidences.
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7" the resolving time of the coincidence
circuit.
wish to determine the rstio Nrr/N
a
as a function of the
lead thickness. It is necessary t o determine the number of
chence coincidences which may be expected in order to find
th6 number of true coincidences. In accordance with the






The chance coincidence rate increases with the product of
the two single channel rates, which increase linearly with
the beam current from the high-voltage generator. There-
fore the chance rate varies as the square of the beam cur-
rent, whereas the true coincidence rate varies as the first
power. This second power dependence requires that the vari-
ation in beam current as a function of time during a run be
known, if corrections for chance coincidences are to be
made. To reduce this effect, the beam was held as constant
as possible. It is not necessary to have the same beam cur-
rent during each run, only that the beam current remain con-
stant during a given run.
The customary procedure for determining T is to
observe the single channel rates and the coincidence rate
using two independent sources. All coincidences observed
must then be random coincidences. Substitution of the







i L3 bled asm m,
.. ... at- «-^ v
ti .. thod i doptoi . Instead of tv/o 8( b , the boron
fissions in the proportional counter were used at; the source*
To insure that all coincidence counts were due to chance, an
additional length of delay line:, i to 0,15 ,~ sec-
onus, was inserted in the proportional counter channel.
This delay ie considerably larger than the resolving Li.
or the coincidence circuit (see Chapter- II). dice the
pulse la the proportional counter ena. the appearance of the
Li*7 y~ray are essentially simultaneous , the presence of
this delay prevents any true coincidences being recorded.
The results are given in the first row of Table 6-1. Sub-
stitution of the observed values into (6-1) gives:
27= 0.66 £ 0.07 x 10-9 nin.
'ihe extra delay w&e removed from the proportional
counter channel, and a delay of 0.04 /t seconds inserted in
the scintillation channel. This delay compensates for the
average electron transit time in the proportional counter,
which constitutes an intrinsic delay in this channel, as
discussed in Chapter II. The total counts in both single
channelsana the total coincidence counts were observe
a function of the thickness of lead interposed between the
proportional counter and the scintillation counter.
Results
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.
due to statli 1 fluctuations la the total number of counts.
i fraotional probable errors in the eIngle e&aaasl counts
are negligible compared to la the coincidence counts.
The first roe sires the resulti or bne sxperiment from ..hich
2 7" v;as determined. This value to compute the num-






Ny Nqp, Nq Hn /%
Random 29.90 526, BLB 3,942 ,800 46 46
Counts +4»6 +4»6
34.37 503,232 4,268,800 643 45 598 1. 190x10"* 3
* 17 j_4.5 +.18 +0.036x10-3
1 20.50 452,288 ?, 654, 400 441 53 388 0.659x10""^
+ 14 +5.3 +15 +.0.033X10" 3
2 25.82 539,584 4,249,600 416 56 360 0. 688x10"" 2
14 *5.6 +15 +0.028xl0" 3T" J»j TV,
3 26.15 530,624 4,096,000 302 55 247 0.465x10*3
+ 12 +5*5 +13 +0.024x10-3
4 24.38 522,624 3,872,000 255 55 200 0.383x10-3
i llL i5.5 +12 +0.023x10-3
5 29.98 586,240 4,256,000 212 ^ 157 0.268x10-3
t 10 if** l11 +0.019x10-3
6 36.62 740,288 5,248,000 240 70 170 0.230x10-3
10 +7.0 +12 +0.016x10-3
7 46.02 904,064 6,227,200 227 81 146 0.162x10-3
+ 10 +8.1 +13 +0.014x10-3
8 34.60 649,280 4,569,600 128 57 71 0.110x10-3
± 6 i.5.7 +10 +0.015x10-3
9 38.60 703 i,&16 4,736,000 102 57 45 0.064x10-3















in Pig, •." .
1.7 tm 0,1 am , :ror bel
til
•-,'•• f - p-
,.rov '. "- .".'.. oui ,512 , ' ^s
i to i te ti j aa about 0»5 ...v. v. jm-
etry of 1 b - , • La Is not an I «•
curate value of the y~ray enei\ j &« contribution of
the iClein-VTishina scattering to the total observed absorp-
tion coefficient Is uncertain. La contribution may raxy
from zero, for ideal rioal geometry, to a maximum (the
plotted in the o ) for . rrow beam geometry.
In order to determine the fraction of the Kltltt*
Lahina scattering which is effective, the absorption coef-
ficient of - ••. ;.v is .measured in the s<-
, wastry a . the un' . y-ray ehould
have an enc , pproximately e- xunl to 1 of the unknown.
Tht y-rays f: °^ are ilatioxx . tion
(0,51 'lev}*, ' r y*s are present to the extent of only
one 1«35 Hw quanturn per 40 j_ 5 positrons (Do 47 j.
source of Cu ^ | rding copper
with deuterons in the cyclotron for five minute ji , • llow-
ing it to stand for four hours to remove the five minute
activity of Cu . The copper was dissolved in nitric acid
*These curves constitute the latest revision of those appear-
ing in R.B. Brans and' R. o. Bvans, "Studies of aelf-absorption
in gamma-ray sources", Rev. mod. Pays. 20, 305-3^6 (194&).
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0.4 .8 1.2
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jportional ecu:,.' . . . l«rt| ! ;t-
Ivc length of t report iouel c q ~e, ... :i at
each end with brass disc 3 0.05** 1 , and coated
ith glyptal to .nt copper ions from bsin
; ,
posited on the walls. . lurnii.y wag filled •'ith tbe copper
elation, diluted to fill the rolu , and was *n •
stituted for the proportional counter* The absorption co-
efficient for the annihilation radiation .sured,
using the same equipmant as befoi I . Phi results, corrected
both for background and for decay of th-s Cu"^ source, are
tabulated below. The ^robable errors due to statistical
















The beet fit in Big. 6-? glTO (A - 1,525 + 0.015
cm" . The probable, error wftl ar,ai: ' ted by inspection,
and is a in comparison with the error Is ; .for the
Li y-rc .
Froci the curves for lead, the maximum total ab-
sorption coefficient ^ c » 1.675 cm*"
1 for 0,51 H#t y~rays.
difference of 0.150 between this value and 1.525 cr" x
,
es found above, is attributed to the poor try. The
maximum value of the Klein-Mshina scattering coefficient
cs for this energy is 0.51 on"
1
. Hubtraeting 0.15, we find
O.36 cm**1 , i.e., only 71?' is effective. In the region of
energies under consideration, the Klein-I'lahina absorption







orber thickness - en
1.6
Fig. 6-3. Dummy counter calibration - Cur4 annihilation .










g 0«63 < iT*f
-traci .... . . "" gii i ' .
tic
.
I • 07 am x for Li ' , . .ds
to 0«4S V«t« j
- _ .79 x . > 3 ci_ ~ ' . cm , and prooee&«
ing ai bofore. Howererj this sli jtion > no ap-
pre< . ; oi in the ensr^/ • •ion,
j estimate the probable era , irocedure
tiffing l.c cm* and 1.6 ejtt**, the ObaerYed up]
and lower liadti ox th ion coefficient of the Id"
y-ray. The energies found are 0.46 and Q.5C ..lev. Accor -
in&ly, the energy of the Li y-ray is estimai . | 0.42 +,




A summary of work carried out before 1940 on the
excited state of Li appears in Graves' article (Gr 40).
v'ork to 1947 is discussed by Siegbalm (SJ 46, Si 47). More
recent work is tabulated by Rose (Ro 4B). The riore recent
values appear to be the most accurate, and center around
0.48 + 0.01 Mev.
The probable error ascribed to the present deter-
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1SNERGY J. IN 136 s AND Li7 kB DBTHOCnOB ;0M
ffi W»SJDI05WT 0?" Li 7 'VITH PHOTONS
Introduction
Nuclear reactions resulting from the bombard-
7
ment of Li with protons have been studied extensively
for several reasons:
a* The threshold for neutron production
is low (1.881 Mev)
;
b. The reaction is a copious source of
monoener^,etlc neutrons;
c. The pure metal is easily obtained,
and targets of any desired thickness
/-ay be readily evaporated.
Mattauch and Flammersfeld (Ma 49) give a complete bibli-
ography of these studies as of the end of 1948. Perhaps
the most definitive work is that of Hornyak and Lauritsen
(HI 48) which consists of a compilation and Coordination
of results of roany authors. Since the reactions using
Li7 are so well known, the study of them is particularly
important for calibrating and evaluating the performance





The Gamma Hay Yield
The gaaoft re Id ourve, Ftg« 7-1, was ob-
tained using a target about 15 K.ev thick. Ifiany reso-
nanoes for formation of the compound nucleus Be# are ex-
hibited, gome of vvj'jcj' have been previously reported.
The possibility exists that some of th«M resonances
result from im jrities in the lithium. Metal ides,
Inc. of Beverly, which supplies the Betel, lists these
impurities as: Na, ,6<; Ca , .02$; K, .01#; K, .06$; and
*'e, .001$.
Using Fig. 7-i and the reactions
3e9 + p _* Be8 + d 0.556 Mev (21 49)
and Be9 + d —> Li7 « 7.145 Mev (Bu 49)
which have reliably determined o values, the tentative
energy level diagram, Fig, 7-2, has bean constructed.
The level et 18.12 Mev results from inelastic
scattering of the incident proton. As indicated in Fig.
7-2, the outgoing proton may leave the resultant Li7 nu-
cleus in an excited state et 0.48 Mev, which subsequently
decays by geJUtf emission. The energy of this gemma ray
was determined by simple absorption in lead, as described
later. All independent means of arriving at this gamoa
ray energy has already been described in Chapter VI. The
level at 16.36 Mev must be regarded with some doubt,
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Fig. 7-2, . Energy levels in the nuclei Be8 and Li , snowing
only those determined in the present investigation.




bar&inc tamrgj of Mm m 1.'" v and this region of ex-
citation ha a presumably bean »vell invest igatsd* The
level implicated I aflj Uflftg th6 same tar-
get, and using a ilffexent target. Since the fraction-
al standard deviation of the data reoorAed was about 1
per cent, it is concluded bhat the level definitely does
exist, although it can not o^ stated yOLitivaly that it
does not belong to sons target impurity, .
The level at 19.23 coinciuei with a resonance
tor neutron production. That there snouid also be a
gamma resonance indicates
a. This level has two competitive modes
of decay: one j > gftflM emission to the
groan ite| the other by emission of
a neutron, leaving Be7 in the ground
state as a product nucleus;
or b. Since this level i3 believed not to
decay to some lower level of Be*"- (
48) » another explanation of mnmxa'
peak la that a neutron may oe emitted,
leaving the product nucleus Be? in an
excited state, irhioh subsequently de-
cays by gamma omission*
This latter possibility, indicated by rmestion marks on
the level diagram, would give one a level in Be7 , from
the diagram, it can be seen that if the neutron were e-
mitted with essentially zero energy, the level in Be 7
would fee o* 0.39 Mev above the ground state. By analo-
gy with Li', which is the mirror nucleus of Be7 , one
would expect a. level of nearly this value to exist in






luted i i 9b ] Elst (1,6 50,
Jo 50) at 430 kev obova the around atata. Orosakreutz
Mri r (Gr JO 8i' at 205, 470,
I 745 kev Albert th3 ground 3t«ta. However, some doubt
has been oust upon thei
The modes of dec f the levels at 19. 68 Iftif
and above are only speculative. Not eno Ll
available for the compound nucleus to split into S3 4
Ho^ + H^-. The neutron yield la thi« . of b wrd>
ing Qnergj indicates that the compound Bi nucleus lia.3
-tially a o utt probability for dec to Be7
by neutron emission, it seems unlikely, however, that
these levels decay by gamma Mission to iqm lower stats
of Be6 , with subsequent splitting of the nucleus into
two alpha partioles.
Application of Wilson* a dP-uoricsl Shell i'lodsl
The success of Wilson'* spheric. . LOdSl
of nuclei (discuss ore fully in Ch . 1 Till and I
in calculating the resonances in 0r52 and Ti^° led to at-
tempts to fit it to tf well. As with ot. rlss
in which nuclei dad as liquid drops, 'ilson's
/ be expected to S&OW deviations for the light nuclei.
Reasonable agreement can be 1 ;een observed
1 calculated resonances if one of the constants of Wil-










The change of the constant from .38? to ,386 Is equivalent
to soyinr; that tha value or the (Li7 + H1 ) - Be6 nass dif-
fer ence used in determining the observed levels la too low
by 0.00U05.'; amu. Table 7-1 shows the - Lparison between
obser- 7 "iculated resonanoas*
3LE 7-1
S 0b3 (L!ev) ^nj (Mev) J
U .12 IS. 156 46 1
,36 18.316 47
19.23 19.173 49 1/2
19.68 19.700 50 1
19. S6 19.860 51
19.97 19.945 51 1/2
20.09 20.086 51 1
20.25 20 . 246 52
20.36 20.331 52 1/2
Since the error in determining the ooserved resonances is
about 25 kev, the above table shows that the agreement be-
tween observed and calculated values for the levels is a-









Li? y-Raj 1 bs orpt ion
The enorgjr of tha y-ray corresponding to the
resonanco observed at 1,05 rotor energy was meas-
ured by absorption in load, ith the generator operat-
ing et 1.05 MOT* leev beets 4" x 4" x 0.0645" were in-
terposed between the tarpet and Gei&er-Mueller counter.
The absorption curve, corrected for background, is shown
in flg« 7-3, The probable errors indicated are 0,6745
tines the standard deviation of a single observation.
The be sx. fit gives p - 1.55 0.05 cm" 1 , the error being
estimated by eotioa*
Here again, a3 in the measurements described
in Chapter ¥1, the geometry is "poor", and calioration
is necessary, A source of Cu°^ annihilation radiation
wes prepared by wrdln laeet of copper for two
minutes in the cyclotron. J stri; 1 >m. x 2 urn, wag cut
out and pieced on t tantalum target at the point ordi*-
narily struck by the beam. The previous reometry wes
duplicated in all respects. The results of the cali-
bration measurement , corrected for background and for
source decay, art 'lotted in Fie. 7-4. The probe ble
errors are about t$ for all points. From the figure,
H m I.46 4^ 0.02 0M**, the error I .*. estimated by in-
spection.
Computation* identical with those described
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Fig. 7-4. Calibration measurement - Cu annihilation
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Introduction
To date, the reaction V^;1 (p,n)Or^'X* has re-
ceived only soant attention, Bradt ( Br 45) and co-work-
ers used the reaction to study the radiation from Qr**«
In 1943, Smith and Richards (Sm 48}, using a target of
v^Or, found the threshold for neutron production at
Ep » 1,564 +, 0,003 Mev, Recently, Hanson and Taschek
(Ha 48} measured the neutron yield from • thick vana-
dium target for energies up to E = 2,9 Mev, and from a
thin target for energies up to 2,0 Mev, have con-
firmed Hanson, and Taschek' s resulta for thick targets,
and have extended the measurements for both thick and
thin targets to E = 3.7 Mev.
The study of reactions involving medium weight
nuclei such as V and Sc is important for several reasons:
a. The neutrons from the target have low-
energy near the threshold,
b. There is only a small variation in
energy of the neutron beam with angle,




the forward direction, in contrast
with the neutrons from Li 7 + p in
which neutrons of comparable energy ere
emitted at backward angles. The back-
ground of back scattered neutrons which
occurs with the latter reaction is thus
effectively eliminated,
d, With sufficient energy resolution of
the proton beam and very thin targets,
i»e. , only a few kilovolts, one can ob-
tain considerable information concern-
ing the level widths and level spacing,
thus providing a check on theory.
Thick Target Yield
A thick vanadium target was prepared using a
sliver of the metal approximately one millimeter thick.
The metal contained 10$ iron, with only traces of other
impurities.
The yield curve in Fig. 8-1 indicates a thresh-
old of 1,56 £ 0.01 ilev. The probable error is the result
of the uncertainty in beam energy as discussed in Chapter
IV.
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Fig. 8-1. ITeutron yield from a thick vanadium target
bombarded by protons*
.
has been superposed on the neutron yield curve of Fig,
8-1. The two plots are normalized at a generating volt-
meter setting of SO. Since the energy of the bombarding
proton never reaches the top of the coulomb barrier of
the vanadium nucleus (about 6.25 Mev) , the yield is seen
to increase very nearly as predicted.
Thin Target Yields
Two thin vanadium targets were prepared by
Baird associates by evaporation in vacuo. The first,
o
5000 A (42 kev) in thickness, gave a neutron yield with
indications of several resonances. To investigate these
resonances more thoroughly, the thinner target (17 kev)
was used although its surface was somewhat crazed. The
results are given on a semi-log scale in Fig. 8-2. Fig.
8-3 > a linear plot of the same data, emphasizes the res-
onances obtained. No attempt has been made to indicate
the statistical error, since for most points the frac-
tional standard deviation is only about 1 per cent. Near
threshold, it rises rapidly to about 5 per cent. An at-
tempt was made to establish each resonance by three points
on either side of the peak. However, the resolution of
the generator was not sufficient in some instances. Table
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Fig. 8-2. Neutron yield from a thin {17 kev) vanadium target
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x 9 i ir
Voltmeter Energy M*l M2 E52
(arbitrary) (Mev) (Mev) (Mev)
46 2.13 2.09 11.34
46 2.22 2.18 11.43
49.5 2,28 2.24 11.49
50.5 2.33 2.28 11.53
52.75 2.43 2.38 11.63
56 2.58 2.53 11.78
57.5 2.645 2.59 11.84
58.5 2.69 2.64 11.89
60.5 2.78 2.72 11.97
62.5 2.87 2.82 12.07
65 2.985 2.93 12.18
66.5 3.05 2.99 12.24
67.75 3.105 3.04 12.29
70 3.21 3.15 12.40
72 3.30 3.24 12.49
74 3.39 3.33 12.58
75.25 3.45 3.38 12.63
77.5 3.55 3.48 12.73
79 3.62 3.55 12.80
80.25 3.68 3.61 12.86
81.75? 3.74? 3.67? 12,92?






'{U2 + Ml * Mo)° *
Mn + M'
M^ and M2 masses of bombarding and target nuclei re-
spectively, Ei * energy of the bombarding particle,
Mq = mass of the compound nucleus in its ground state.
To compute Ec2> the masses of Cr52 and V^ as given by
Segre (1948) have been used. The uncertainty in these
mass differences is of the order of 1 Mev. Hence, the
































mount. However, the oalculat •£ leparatiana of the i-jvels
should bo accurate to within atout 15 kev.
Fig. 6-3 indicates that r.:.\,ay of the resonances
have aidthc at half iua of about one half scale divi-
sion on the gent • . ix — 27 kev. Siaoe th«
target was ~ 17 kev i..i thickness, *« have apc-roxiioatsly
10 kev as an upper limit for the actual level width. The
level spacing is *~ 80 kev.
The data of Table 8-1 have been U3ed to con-
struct a rough energy level diagram, Fig. 6-4. Transi-
tions fros certain excised levels or Cr^^ to the ground
state or Jr" nave been Indicated as probable while other
Xi . - elieved to decay to an excited elate of Or"
bu.sad on the gamma ray yield curve described later.
According to the spherical shell model of nuclei
of '-lison ( i |0)| the excited levels of a nucleus are
given by
E
nj " 0,3S7 n ~ 1)(il + 2 )\
1^2 +
1.44(A^)"l/3 (j)(j 1)
The general form of the equation has been computed accord-
ing to the classical method of Rayleigh (Ra 79) for find-
ing the modes of vibration and rotation of a water droplet.
The constants have been found empirically by Wilson to sat-
isfy known levels in certain nuclei. Using 7ilson»s equa-
tion, various values of n and j have been assumed to see if





















































Pig. 8-4. Energy levels of Cr . showing those determined
in the present investigation. Numbers to the
right of a level indicate bombarding energy.
-7/-
'
The results are given in Table o-2.
-2
Observed level
(Mevj l^j (Mev) a J
11.34 11.327 28 7
11*43 11.402 29
11.49 11.469 29 3
11.53 11.513 29
l11.63 11.636 29
11.78 • 11.789 30
11.84 11.856 30 3
11.89 11.900 30 4
11.97 11.956 30 5
12.07 12.023 30 6
12.18 12.177 31
12.24 12.244 31 3
12.29 12.289 31
t12.40 12.411 31
12.49 12.489 31 7
12.58 12.564 32
12.63 12.631 32 3
12.73 12.731 32 5
12.80 12.798 32 6
12.86 12.876 32 7
The agreement is remarkably good, especially since the
probable error in an observed level is £ 15 ksv. However,
as V/llson points out, values for n and j may be selected
30 that the calculated levels fit nearly any observed lev-
el scheme. On the other hand, it may be noted that the j«s
describing the rotation levels are quite consistent, i.e.,
no non-integral numbers have been used. Furthermore, the
j values repeat between successive vibration (n) levels.
Vhile Wilson* s theory does not predict the ex-



































exacting search for an apparently missing level when a
particular j value within a vibration band is absent.
For example, the observed resonance at 12,0? Mev may be
compared about equally well with a calculated level for
n * 30, j = 6 or 7. 'The discrepancy between observed
and calculated levels Tor either value of j is larger
than at any other place in the table, Terence to Fig.
8-3 siuiws "chat the observed resonance at 12.07 Mev (gen-
erating voltmeter = 62.5) is rather broader than the
others, and suggests that a more exacting investigation
might resolve this peak into two, such that both j « 6
and j = 7 will be more nearly satisfied.
The Gamma nay Yield
The gamma ray yield from a thin target of vana-
dium. (17 kev) bombarded with protons, measured simultane-
ously with the neutron yield, is shown in Fig. Z-5* As
before, the fractional standard deviation of each point
is about 1 per cent. A comparison of Figs. 8-5 and 8-3
shows that for each peak of the gamma ray yield curve,
there is a corresponding peak on the neutron yield curve,
but the opposite is not true. Peaks of neutron yield for
which there is no accompanying peak of gamma yield occur
at 49. 5 » 57. 5 > and 5&.5» corresponding to levels in the
compound nucleus at 11.49i 11.34, and 11.89 Mev. The ab-
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Fig. 8-5. Gamma ray yield from a thin (17 kev ) vanadium
target bombarded by protons.
'
of Cr^2 decay to the ground state of Cr^l^ while the
other observed levels deoay to excited states of Cr* ,
which subsequently emits one or more gamma rays in
transitions to the ground state*
xealn&tion or , 8-5 shows that the single
peaks occurring at voltmeter settings of 56 and 62.5 on
the neutron yield curve (Fig. 8-3) ar8 here each resolved
into two separate peaks. If, by further investigation 1
each of these peaks of the neutron curve can be resolved
into two peaks, the absence of J « 7 for n » 29 will be
explained. Furthermore, both j • 6 and J * 7 for n * 30,
when substituted into Wilson 1 s equation, will give calcu-
lated resonances agreeing with the observed levels, as has
been discussed previously in connection with Table 8-2.
The Y^1 (p.n| Cross Section, the ;;. Value, and the Cr^ 1 - y51
Sfess Difference
A rough estimate of the V^(p tn) oross section
has been mode by e ssuming the long counter to have nearly
the same absolute sensitivity as the counter described by
Hanson £ nd McKlbben. Thus one neutron c ount at 53 em. re-
presents a source strength of 1.7 x 10^ neutrons. Refer-
ring to Fig. 8-2, the counting rate is ~» one neutron per
p
H coulomb cit 50 kev above threshold for a V target 2000
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(protons/^ coulomb) (nuolei/om3) ( thickness)
<r
» (1.7 x 1G*H (1,6 x IP*1 *)
(.070*. x 102/M(20C0 x 10*"8 )
s 2 x 10"^ barns.
r heavy nuclei*, the ) value say be computed
Troiii
<V threshold - ;TT"Z * '
where II • is the mass of the residual nucleus and m^ is the
mass of the proton. Substituting the iuiown values for the
masses, the Q value is found to be -1.53 . «02 Mev. This
value for Q., when substituted into
V51 K1 -+ n1 Cr51 +
gives the Cr^1 - y51 mss difference to be 0.00080 £
0.00002 amu.
*For light nuclei, the Q value is found from the exaot ex-
pression:
(S >th . -fl ^——
»
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Introduction
The reaction so45(p',n)Tl« ha8 been etudiefi
very little* Allen (AX 41) and his coworkers used the
reaction to produce Ti^ f in order to measure the half-
life of this nuclide. Hanson and Taschek (Ha 1*8) have
measured the neutron yield from a thiok scandium target
for proton energies up to 3,5 Mev, have confirmed
Hanson and Taschek 1 s results for thick targets. In
addition, we have studied both the neutron and gamma-
ray yield from a thin target for energies up to 3«74
Mev. The study of the scandium reaction is important
for the same reasons as for vanadium^ as discussed in
the previous chapter. In addition, the neutron yield
just above the threshold is some forty times as great
in scandium as in vanadium (lla 46 )•
It must be «mpha sized at the outset that the
results described below should be considered as tenta-
tive. Lack of time has prevented a thorough verifica-
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Thick TarRQt yield
A thick scandium target was prepared by evap-
orating a suspension of the oxide to dryness on a tanta-
lum backing. The oxide sample used was prepared by
Johnson, Matthey and Company, Limited, London, and was
certified "spectrographioally standardized".
The yield curve is plotted in Fi£.w 9-l» The
threshold occurs at 2.90 t 0.02 Mev proton energy. The
probable error attributed to the measurement is a result
of the uncertainty in beam energy. The break in the up-
per part of the curve corresponds to a similar break ob-
served in the thin target yield upon which several res-
onances are superimposed.
Thin Target Yields
A thin scandium target was prepared by e vap-
oration in vacuo, as described in Chapter V. The neutron
and gamma-ray yields from this target are shown in Figs.
9-2 and 9-3 respectively. Ko attempt has been made to
indicate the statistical error, since for most points the
fractional standard deviation is less than 1$, except
near threshold on the neutron yield curve where it rises
to about 5$.
Using the same data which was used to oonstruot
















CO 3.0 3.2 3.4
Proton energy - Mev
3.6






Resonance Resonance Observed Calculated n J
mm 1.40 9.66 9.688 24 7
• - 1.46 9.72 9.710 25
- . 1.50 »?6 9.749 25 2
. - 1.62 9. 9.840 25 4
aw mm 1.72 9.97 9.964 25 6
- . U*9 10.14 10.136 26 2
- 1.94 10.19 10.175 26 3
m - 2.20 10.44 10.462 26 7
- - 2.34 10,58 10*562 27 3
- - 2.41 10.65 10.689 27 5
• • 2.54 10.77 io.7: 27 6
« - 2.59 10.82 10.802 27 6 1/2
- - 2.63 10.t:6 10.649 27 7
- . 2.78 11.01 11.002 28 k
2.96 2.96 11.18 11.146 28 6
3.08 m m 11. 30 11.299 29 2
3.12 3.12 11.34 11. 368 29 3
3.17 3.17 11.39 11.390 29 4
- p 3.22 11.44 11.455 29 5
3.30 3.30 11.52 11.534 29 6
3.37 3.37 11.59 11.625 29 7
3.44 3.44 11.66 11.660 30 1
3.48 3.48 11.69 11.686 30 2
3.57 3.57 11.78 11.777 30 4
« «• 3.64 11.85 11.835 30 5
«» •» 3.71 11.92 11.921 30 6
In this table, the first two columns represent proton
energies in Mev corresponding to resonanoes observed in
the yield curves. The values of F(Ti^°) are energy levels
in Ti^" computed from
where
• mass of the Sc^5 atom
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1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
Proton Energy - 'ev
'ig. 9-3. Gamma ray yield from a thin 3c target.
- 8i-
I /
M mass of the Ti^ atom
E^ * energy of the proton
o velocity of light
The values of Enj represent energy levels computed by
thfeuase of viison f s formi: 1 50),
Hi * °- 367 l (n • 1)(n " 2 >} 1/2 +
1.44(AZ^)-1/3(j}(4 , d
ae was done for v nediuc. in the previous chapter. How-
ever, for scandium, the coefficient 0.317 wes changed to
0.382 in order to arrive at the results shown in the
table. The necessity for a correction of this nature
could arise from the uncertainty in the mass differences
used to compute the observed energy levels. The masses
used were taken froc ;';agre (194$), and the uncertainty
is of the order of 100 fcev, introducing the same uncer-
tainty into the values of the observed energy levels.
The agreement between the observed and computed
energy levels is not as good with 3oandium as with vana-
dium. By us; x lightly different values of the initial
coefficient in Wilson's formula, and different n*s and
,-j»s, other level schemes can be calculated which will
fit the observed data about as well as the one proposed
above. The one given is merely the tart fit of several
possibilities which were tried. The range of choice is
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can be found to make the calculated values agrs6 with
the observed values within the limits of error in near-
ly all cases". Since the limits of error are large in
this investigat5on, arising mainly frorr the uncertainty
in mass differences, the corvcarison of observed and cal-
culnted values does not give a significant quantitative
test of the theory.
The level spacin^s observed ere of the order
of 100 kev. Wilson suggests that this is about the spac-
ing to be expected for all elements and all excitations,
and that this spacing is from 1000 to 10,000 times great-
er than on other current theories for excitations of the
order of 10 Mev. Qualitatively, then, the results ob-
tained are in accord with Wilson* s conclusions.
The data of Table 9-1 have been drawn into an
energy level diagram, Fig. 9-4» Insufficient evidence
is available to determine the mode of decay of the ex-
cited levels. A tentative transition to the ground state
of Ti^5 is indicated as possible on the basis of the two
yield curves. This transition corresponds to a neutron
resonance unaccompanied by a gamma-ray resonance.
The Q Value and the Ti^ - So^ M&3S Difference
The Q, value may be computed from
E.n (threshold) * MJ
1
— q,
























































Fig. ."-•'. Tentative energy level diagram for Ti46 ,
Only levels found in this investigation
are shown.
I
where IvP is the mass of the residual nucleus and nip is
the mass of the proton. Substituting the knov-n values,
the Q value is found to be -2.14 _+ 0.02 Mev. Substitut-
ing this value of Q into
30,45 + h1—* Ti 2*5 + n1 + q
gives 0.00220 * G.U0002 asm for the TI^ - Sc^5 mass
aifferenoe. Therefore, to the aocuraoy of the Sc^5 mass







•ntXfy 0«ltro3 wHI . Lt an t—JPgy resolution of nearly
# C1 per cent to be *%99X Her Generator.
Installation or otenti&l shells should permit
bombarding energies of oluost 9 Mil to be rench | ' „ ith
the.. IStf In the generator, the investiga-
tions r "" , TIU | XX or this pa-
per can Itabl/ \ , I t ith the view in mind of
Liahlog the loc of additional excited states in
the nuclei of Bi*i Ti^ t and Cr^2 , fct energies h
than bly I : . .«•
orts should bo made to determine tho modes
of de-e^oit.ation of the levels reportad, for le, by
measuring energy of the fMMi rays associated with a
particular level, Etetfc invest igetior-s will be difficult
and extensive in the case of TI^ and Cr^2 since the lev-
els are so numerous and closely spaced. The knowledge of
modes of decay would be valuable in assigning values of
angular momentum and purity (possibly) to the various











oually 1#*4 lu a mom e-waot uadaxatandlttg »J MlettiOB
rules gttraraJU .^,
r*
tiOii. ;iio, at I8*J6 H9f aoUV6 Oil©
ground i , thinH -o prove oonoiasive-
ly whothai unj xevfaj. belongs to Be 01 one of the target
impurities list Ona^Wr VII. fl<i>H<1j. wUe energy
of the gaxuuia rav.-i a^c .1 at 19 •*
should us de. m4U Zi tail tnTftJ turns out to be a-
"00 ut 0*4 H«T | tnen the samma rays almost oertainiy reault
.100 the decay ox an Miltafl state of B§' « xnis measure-
ment will do much to resolve the doubt now extant con-
cerning tae existence or a level in Be^ at ^ G # * :ev.
If such a level can ©e show*. tiULfttf thea it follows at
once that Li? loses its vaxue as a laonoenergetie neutron
source for proton bombardiag energies greater than 2# 3i
i4ev# unfortunately, the neutron and gamiaa. ray intensities
from a Li target at tai3 bombarding energy are too low to
permit coincidence techniques to be used. One will prob-
ably have to be satisfied with a siraole absorption exper-
iment to determine the gamma ray zntrgy*
It would be desirable to try to fit y;ilson f a
spherical shell model to as many nuclei as possible. If
the same formula for excited states can be shown, however
empirically, to fit all nuclei, or all nuclei within a
given region of mass number, then the vary fitting of the







enaole one oo obtain the target nuoieus - compounu nucle-
us ab08 dixiersnoe accurate x,o 0*00001 axau. The netnod
for wakine unia determination has oeen indicated in Chap-
ters Vli ana IX under t.he oisoussion of the applicability
of Wilson's xaoael to Be° ana Ti^°.
iring the course of the investigations de-
scribed in previous chapters, n parallel pla-os proi>or-
tionai counter MLi eonLJcruCv. Ml it was planned to
place various elements for 3t;udy under neutron bombard-
ment. I'his counter m&% from one originally designed
as a fission oountier (StffT* Lao Lwg# 6546CEG35K It was
modified by removal of pieces 3 and 9 end substituting
therefor a high voltage connection with teflon insulation.
The anode plate was removed and replaced with a nioicei
ring 6.2 cm. in diameter on whioh a grid of Q#*> mil wolf-
ram wire spaced at 1 cm* was spot welded, ?ne brass cath-
ode plates on either side of the enode are easily removed
for coating with the aesired element. The counter is pro-
vided with valves for operation as a flow counter. Using
an ^-CC2 (5/0 mixture as flow gas, the counter mm suc-
cessfully operated with hydrogen recoils (cathodes coated
with wax) and with the B^(n,a)Li7 reaction (cathodes
coated with Sfe^)*
Insufficient time was available to perform the
desired experiments with the counter. However, it is
felt that it may adv ;eously be usea arith the coinci-
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